A new notion of a-connectedness (a-path connectedness) in general topological spaces is introduced and it is proved that for a real-valued function defined on a space with this property, the cardinality of the antipodal coincidence set is at least as large as the cardinal number a . In particular, in linear topological spaces, the antipodal coincidence set of a realvalued function has cardinality at least that of the continuum. This could be regarded as a treatment of some BorsukUlam type results in the setting of general topology.
Definition
Let X be a topological space, A be a set, and a = |i4| be the cardinality of A . Elements x, y of X are a-conneated (respectively
a-path connected) in X if, and only if, there is a family \C : a € A]
of connected (respectively path connected) subsets of X containing x and y with C n CV = {x, y} for a, b distinct elements of A . Such a family a-connects (respectively a-path connects) x and y in X .
X is a-connected {a-path connected) if, and only if, all points
x, y of X are a-connected (a-path connected) in X . Note that a-connectedness and a-path connectedness are both topological properties.
Examples (i).
Every space is O-path connected.
(ii). A space is 1-connected (l-path connected) if, and only if, it is connected (path connected).
Proof. It is a well-known fact that a space is connected if, and only if, any points x, y are contained in a connected subset of the space, that is the space is 1-connected.
If X is path connected and x, y are elements of X then the singleton family {X} l-path connects x and y .
Conversely, if X is l-path connected and x, y are points in X , then by l-path connectedness, x, y € D , where D is a path connected subset of X . Thus there is a path p from x to y in D . Clearly p joins x to y in X .
• (iii). A figure eight is path connected but can be made disconnected by removing one point. In view of Theorem h below this shows that the figure eight is not 2-connected.
(iv). A circle is 2-path connected but not 3-connected since it can be disconnected by removing 2 points.
(v). Every connected two point space is a-path connected for every cardinal a .
Proof. Let {x, y} be a connected two point space, A be a set and a = \A\ . Then {x, y} does not have the discrete topology so we may assume {x} is not an open set. Then p defined by x , X = 0
is a path from x to y . So {x, y} is path connected and hence f{#> y} : a 6 A} a-path connects x and y . A point is clearly a-path connected to itself. D
The relationship between a-path connectedness and a-connectedness is as one would expect. Proof. Let {C : a £ A} a-path connect x and y . Each C is path connected, and hence connected, so the family \c : a € A) a-connects x and y .
Theorem
To prove the assertions regarding the converse let a be any cardinal number and A be a set of cardinality a . If a = 0 the result is trivial since every space is O-connected; so assume a > 0 and let To prove the triangle inequality we consider the three possible cases,
(ii) If a t a and e t b then Assume there is a path p from x to x in X . J . E . Harmse
The general result on the stronger forms of connectedness is the following.
Let X be a topological space, a a cardinal number.
(a) If x, y are a-connected (a-path connected) in X then x, y cannot be disconnected (path disconnected) except by removing at least a points, that is if D is a subset of X not containing x, y such that x, y are not connected (not path connected) in X\D then a 5 \D\ . (b) If X is a-connected (a-path connected) then X cannot be made disconnected (path disconnected) except by removing at least a points, that is if D is a subset of X with X\D not connected (not path connected) then as \D\ .
Proof. •
The "intermediate value" result follows easily, as does the result on antipodal coincidence.
Corollary
Let X be an a-connected space, f : X •+ R be continuous, x, y be elements of X , t be a real number and suppose that fix) < t < f(y) . • For large cardinal numbers we have a partial converse of Theorem h.
Theorem
Let X be a topological space, and let a be a cardinal number greater than a , the cardinality of the continuum. CJiyl Take any x, y in X . Then x and y cannot be path disconnected in X except by path disconnecting X which, by hypothesis, requires the removal of a points. Thus, by (a), x and y are a-path connected. D
We now apply the above to topological vector spaces and to the spheres in topological vector spaces. In each case we prove that the relevant space is e-path connected (and hence e-connected) and then appeal to Corollaries 5 and 6.
. Lemma
Any real topological vector space of dimension greater than 1 is c-path connected.
Proof. Let X be a real topological vector space of dimension greater than 1 and let x, y be elements of X . If x = y then x and y are e-path connected by C, = {x} for each t in R so assume 
Theorem
Let X be any real topological vector space of dimension greater than
, and let f : X •*• R be continuous. Then f(X) is an interval and if t is any interior point of f{X) then f maps at least c points on
Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 5 and Lemma 8. Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 6 and Lemma 8 since |*| > c .
•
The unit sphere in a normed linear space is formed by choosing one point from each ray proceeding from the origin (namely, the point with unit norm). Since there is no apparent natural way to do this in a general topological vector space, we define the sphere as the collection of rays proceeding from the origin.
Definition
Let X be a real topological vector space. Define is open in X\{0} .
We see immediately that the above definition agrees with the usual notion of a sphere. 
Lemma

The sphere of a real topological vector space of dimension greater than 2 is c-path connected.
Proof. Let X be a real topological vector space of dimension greater than 2 and Z be the sphere of X . Take any x, y £ X\{0} . Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 6 and Lemma 13 since |E| > a . D (ii) Since a topological vector space over C is also a topological vector space over R results for complex spaces are immediate. For example, any nontrivial complex topological vector space is e-path connected. D
Remarks
